
My Background

I joined MMS in 1984 and retired in 2007.  During that period I was the senior statistical expert for MMS.  I was hired by the 
Resource Evaluation program to correctly model statistically rare events. 

Current Situation

The Interior management has taken a number of actions as result of the Deepwater Horizon event.  A common theme of 
these actions that deepwater (greater than 500 feet) presents a larger risk.  NTL 2010-N05 is an example.

Case that shallow water operations has greater risk than deepwater.

Even though the shallow water is considered to be a mature area, it still can have high production rates.  Consider well with 
API Number 177254084500 in 102 feet of water.  It had several months in 2009 with a production rate above 35,000 barrels 
a day.  For comparison the Montara Oil Spill near Australia was in the 2,000 barrel a day range (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Montara_oil_spill).  The operator of this well is Energy XXI GOM, Inc.

Of the 25 largest fields in the Gulf of Mexico, only 7 are in depths of greater than 500 feet (http://www.gomr.boemre.gov/
homepg/offshore/fldresv/2006-Table4.pdf).

Because deepwater wells are generally further from shore.  It will take longer for the spilled oil to reach the shore.  This gives 
more time to marshall containment resources to intercept the spill.

Shallow water equipment and infrastructure tends to be older which raises the potential of increased failure rate.

Shallow water operators lack the financial resources of deepwater operators.  Do shallow water operators have the ability to 
establish a 20 billion dollar fund to pay damages like BP?  For example Energy XXI has a market cap of about 2.6 billion 
dollars (http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=EXXI).  In the event of catastrophic spill, the filing of bankruptcy is a potential.

There is a history of significant spills in shallow water.  The previous major blowout in the Gulf of Mexico was Ixtoc in 160 feet 
of water (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ixtoc_I_oil_spill).  The recent Montara blowout was in 250 feet of water (http://
www.nytimes.com/2010/05/03/us/03montara.html).  Even with comparatively shallow water of the well it took about 2 and half 
months to regain control using a relief well.

The case has been made the causes of the Deepwater Horizon spill are not directly related to operating in deepwater, but 
rather due to attributes of high rate wells (http://budsoffshoreenergy.wordpress.com/2010/07/27/deep-water-is-not-the-
problem/).

The 3D geometry suggests the shallow water spills pose a much higher risk.  Compare two spills with the same amount.  
Assume shallow spill is in 500 feet and 20 miles from the shore.  The deep spill is in 5,000 feet and 40 miles from shore.  
First the deep spill has 10 times the water column to be transversed.  Next considered the horizontal spread.  Since the deep 
spill is twice as far from the shore of the shallow spill, the spill impacts on the shoreline are reduced.  That is why there were 
100 mile and 50 mile buffers for drilling off Florida and Virginia.

Analysis

The above comparison of shallow and deepwater risk is not a proof.  It does raise serious doubts about the working 
assumption of Interior management.  A rigorous multiple disciplinary risk analysis is needed to obtain an effective profile of 
future risks.  Further the current Office of Offshore Regulatory Programs does not have any internal statistical expertise 
(GS-1529 or GS-1530) to conduct the statistical portion of such a study.
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